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Bridges and Walls to Dialogue: AJCC Conference 2015
Argentina’s Rabbi Jorge (‘Shmuel’)
Szteinhendler
and
Rev
Jenny
Chalmers of New Zealand are to be
the keynote speakers at this year’s
annual conference of the Australian
Council of Christians and Jews in
October. The conference, ‘Bridges
and Walls: what helps and hinders
interfaith dialogue in Australia today?’
will seek to explore those perspectives
which create dialogue between
religions and cultural groups, and that
which constrains dialogue.
Rabbi Szteinhendler serves on the
board of the ICCJ, along with Australia’s Rev. Dr Michael Trainor. Szteinhendler was born in Argentina and
trained as a Conservative rabbi in
Buenos Aires. Rabbi Szteinhendler
holds that religion must be taken
seriously as intrinsic to the present
geo-political struggle. ‘There will not
be a political peace, if at the same time
there is not a religious peace,’ Rabbi
Szteinhendler said. (see page 7)
Anglican minister, Rev Jenny
Chalmers, needs little introduction to
Scene readers. As co-chair of the New
Zealand Council of Christians and
Jews, she has recently overseen the
creation of the Wellington Abrahamic
Council of Jews, Christians, and

Muslims. Both ministers will speak on
the conference theme from the
experience of their respective countries.
In 2015, the ACCJ will seek to
consider the current issues around
foreign fighters and relations between
Muslims in Australia and their fellow
Australian citizens, and between Jews
and Christians taking the perspective that
religion is a significant aspect of the problem.
ICCJ board member Rev. Michael
Trainor (CCJ SA) says: ‘While we do
not minimise the sociological and
economic aspects of the problem, we

take seriously the notion that conflicts
can, in part, be understood as one
between majority Christian or Christian-flavoured secular society and
people seeking to express their
identity in either religious belief or a
religious identity.’
The conference will look at the role of
bridge building and wall maintenance
or construction in the context of the
current situation of strained community relations in Australia, and in the
light of existing imperatives of religious institutions and other stakeholders.
Participants may relate this
metaphor to the peacebuilding in
Australian communities, as well as to
help identify that which causes
division. Questions that might be
tackled are: what lies on the borderland of religious belief and ethnic
identity? How can interfaith understandings help to lower the temperature in community relations? What
lessons can be learned from religious
peacemakers in this context? How can
religious peacemakers connect to
those of any tradition, who have
themselves lost connection to their
communities of religious origin?
(For registration to this year’s conference, see
back page of this edition of Scene)

NZ: Muslims welcomed into wellington ccj
Muslims took up full representation at
the Wellington Council of Christians
and Jews, which was launched as the
Wellington Abrahamic Council in
April at an event at Parliament hosted
by New Zealand’s Attorney General,
Hon. Chris Finlayson.
Jewish Co-chair Dave Moskovitz said
that the Council had welcomed Muslims at all meetings since 2007, and it
was now time to make the relationship more formal. ‘The three Abrahamic religions share a great deal of
common history, theology, ethics, and
practice. We have important and significant differences too. Making peace

begins with each of us, and is our collective responsibility. It’s too important to leave to world leaders.’
The Council’s aim is to foster understanding, friendship and trust between
the Abrahamic faiths of Judaism,
Christianity and Islam. The name
‘Abrahamic’ comes from the common
prophet Abraham, who proclaimed
monotheism some 3800 years ago.
Sultan Eusoff is the CEO of the Federation of Islamic Associations NZ
and became the Muslim Co-chair.
Eusoff said, ‘We are happy and excited to cement our already strong relationships with our Jewish and Chris-

tian brothers and sisters. We have
learned a lot about each other, and
there is plenty more to learn and
share.’
Christian Co-chair Rev Jenny
Chalmers added, ‘There has never
been a more important time to join
together. Islamophobia and antisemitism are on the rise, against a backdrop of global tensions that are attributed to religious differences. Mutual understanding is the key to effective
communication and progress in our
relationships. It’s not always easy, but
we’re all committed to this sacred
work.’
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around the traps...
europe :

Roughly seven in ten adults in France
(76%) the UK (72%) and Germany
(69%) voice favourable views of Muslims, according to the Pew Research
Centre. Just over half (52%) in Spain
also hold positive views of Muslims.
Younger French, British and Italians,
ages 18-29, have significantly more
favourable views of Muslims than
their elders, ages 50 and older. Only
Italy and Poland had negative opinions about Muslims outweigh affirmative views, by almost two-to-one.
Paris :

The French telecom giant, Orange,
severed ties with its Israeli subsidiary
after CEO Stephane Richard provoked a firestorm by saying he’d ‘cut
ties with Israel tomorrow’ if not for
the huge penalties that would be incurred.
San Francisco :

Police are searching for the vandals
who desecrated a South San Francisco
football field with a 10-foot wide
swastika, in June. The vandals likely
laid the huge white swastika, fashioned out of white tile pieces that
snapped together, shortly after graduation ceremonies at the El Camino
High School, according to local reports.

new york :

london :

A discrimination lawsuit against the
fashion giant Zara claims the company is deeply antisemitic, according to
Forbes Magazine. The $40m suit,
brought by lawyer Ian Miller, alleges
the CEO of Zara’s American business
repeatedly described the retail chain’s
Jewish landlords and Jewish real estate
developers as ‘los judios ‘ or ‘the
Jews. ‘ Miller alleges he was fired because he is Jewish.

Britain's former prime minister, Tony
Blair, is taking a new role in combatting
anti-Semitism in Europe, days after
stepping down as the international
community's Middle East envoy. Blair
revealed Thursday he will chair the Europea Council on Tolerance and Reconciliation, a group which champions legislation and dialogue on tolerance. - AP
For more interfaith activities in your state, check
out the ACCJ website, http://ccj.org.au/ and
join our new Facebook page!

editorial: so what helps and hinders?
What helps, and what hinders interfaith dialogue? Good will, mutual
respect, and honest acknowledgement
of the facts of history, help. Nostra
Aetate, whose fiftieth anniversary we
look forward to in October, helped.
As Rabbi Lawrence writes, (page four)
who, in 1938, could have conceived of
a Jewish and a Christian leader sharing
a platform in celebration of faith, as
they commonly do today? This happy
reality owes much to the Second Vatican Council and its Declaration on the
Relation of the Church with NonChristian Religions, Nostra Aetate.
What hinders? Here the question becomes trickier. Assumptions do not
help. Many assumptions positively
hinder interfaith dialogue, because
they contain presuppositions that

have not been reflected on from the
other’s point of view.
There can be a tendency to adopt a
model of conflict resolution, or diplomatic negotiation, in interfaith dialogue. Within those models, the important thing is to identify those matters upon which agreement can be
found. Difficulties and disagreements
are played down. For example, ‘Jews
and Christians worship the same God’
has that feel-good sense of relief
about it (at least we can all agree on
that!) but contains assumptions that
Jews see God as Christians do, in the
light of the Incarnation and Paul’s
theology of salvation by grace. A
statement such as ‘Jews and Christians
look to the same scripture for authority (Tanakh or Old Testament)’ is un-

remarkable apart from the fact that
the New Testament – critical for
Christians – is biblically irrelevant for
Jews and does not mention the centrality for Jews of the Mishnah, irrelevant to Christians. In virtually every
sphere, from morality to law to justice, Jews and Christians have distinct
understandings, as well as similar
ones.
It may be that what helps most is a
frank discussion of difference. By all
means, Jews and Christians can recognize and celebrate similarities. However it does not honour the interfaith
project if similarities are stretched into
commonalities, and differences are
dismissed as if they were irrelevant, or
as if they were a little too impolite to
mention.
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Antisemitism scholar dies
Community leaders have paid tribute
to renowned Israeli academic Robert
Wistrich, who died in May, aged 71.
Wistrich, a professor of European and
Jewish history at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and head of the university’s Vidal Sassoon International
Centre for the Study of AntiSemitism, was one of the world’s most
prominent scholars on the history of
what he called ‘the longest hatred ‘.
Executive Council of Australian Jewry
president Robert Goot called Wistrich
‘an intellectual giant who was a profound influence in educating people
about the nature and history of antiSemitism in its various mutated forms.
‘His death is a terrible loss for humanity, especially in these times when

Western civilisation is increasingly
losing touch with the Enlightenment
values that have made it great.’

Describing him as a ‘kind, gentle
man, ‘ Jeremy Jones, director of international and community affairs at the
Australia/Israel & Jewish Affairs
Council, said Wistrich was ‘an outstanding scholar in his studies of antiSemitism … trying to analyse prejudice and bigotry in general.’ Born in
Kazakhstan in 1945 to parents who
had fled Poland during World War II,
Wistrich grew up in England, studying
at Cambridge.
His books include Hitler and the Holocaust, Anti-Semitism, the Longest Hatred
and Anti-Zionism and Anti-Semitism in
the Contemporary World. In 2006, he was
the academic adviser on the film, Obsession: Radical Islam’s War Against the
West.
- Jewish News

Sedawie oration highlights trafficking
In June, the CCJ Vic held their AGM
along with the Annual Sr Shirley Sedawie Oration. This year’s speaker was
Christine Carolan, projects coordinator
of the Australian Catholic Religious
Against Trafficking in Humans
(ACRATH). Entitled ‘Human Trafficking in Australia and Globally:
What is it and What Can we do to
Stop it??’ Sr Carolan spoke on projects
initiated by ACRATH to raise awareness of human trafficking in the sex,
construction, hospitality and agriculture industries. ACRATH has developed an educational resource, which is
to be launched in Victoria in September, at a professional development day

The spirit, the law and the cheesecake
In May, CCJ SA reported on the best
Christian-Jewish event Scene has ever
heard of, an interfaith Cheesecake
competition. On behalf of the CCJ,
Rabbi Shoshana Kaminsky, and the
Beit Shalom Community invited congregants and friends to a Shavuot Eve
Service followed by Shared Dinner &
Cheesecake Competition. Entitled,
‘Shavuot/Pentecost: The Giving of
the Law and the Giving of the Spirit’
Rabbi Kaminsky and Rev Jana Norman of the Christian Pilgrim Church
spoke on the mystical meanings of
Shavuot and Pentecost.

CCJ SA President Dr Ron Hoenig reported: ‘The cheesecake event was
really good. We tasted 11 cheesecakes
and voted on them. The winner, who
made a Kunafa, (like a Middle Eastern
version of a cheese Danish) Cheesecake scored a cookbook and had their
name engraved on a wooden breadboard trophy. Then we listened to talks
on the spiritual (Zohar and kabbalistic/
midrashic) discussions of Shavuot and
mystical discussion of wind and fire
themes in Pentecost. We had a very
pleasant time,’ Ron concluded.
(WE BET! – Ed.)

for teachers held jointly by the Victorian Education Committee and
ACRATH. In 2013, the total annual
revenue for trafficking in people was
estimated to be US $32 billion. Human trafficking is thought to be one
of the fastest-growing activities of
trans-national criminal organizations.
In 2014 for the first time in history
major leaders of many religions, Buddhist, Anglican, Catholic, and Orthodox Christian, Hindu, Jewish, and
Muslim, met to sign a shared commitment against modern-day slavery; the
declaration they signed calls for the
elimination of slavery and human trafficking by the year 2020.
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NOSTRA AETATE: FIFTY YEARS ON
Common Ground, the magazine of the UK Council of Christians and Jews Magazine
published these views of the fiftieth anniversary of Nostra Aetate, by Rabbi Jeremy Lawrence and by The Most Reverend Kevin McDonald

Rabbi Jeremy Lawrence is Senior Rabbi at
Finchley United Synagogue (Kinloss Gardens), London, and former Chief Minister of
The Great Synagogue, Sydney:
When I left The Great Synagogue,
Sydney six months ago, I was both
honoured and humbled to be bidden
farewell at a dinner at Cathedral
House hosted by the acting Archbishop and attended by many friends in
the Church leadership. The reception
room there is splendid. In a display
case in the corner is the personal
prayer book of Mary Queen of Scots.
On the one hand, there was history in
a glass cabinet. On the other hand, we
were living history at the table. Our
two communities had warmly embraced the spirit of Nostra Aetate. We
have come a long way since 1169
when Pope Innocent III declared:
‘The Jews are paying for their crime
by God’s eternal banishment, and
through them the truth of our faith is
confirmed.‘ When Mary Queen of
Scots was alive, Jews had been in exile
from England for almost three centuries. When His Eminence, Pope Benedict visited Sydney, I observed to him
that my own grandparents who had

fled Berlin in 1938/9 would have
found it inconceivable that Catholic
and Jewish leaders could share such a
platform in celebration of faith. The
Second Vatican Council, opened by
Pope John XXIII and concluded by
his successor Pope Paul VI, has
changed the course of interfaith relationships. Nostra Aetate defined and
set in writing a new approach. Abandoning the spirit of Innocent III,
Nostra Aetate clarified that the Jews of
today are not to be held accountable
for the death of Jesus. It paved the
welcome way for the acknowledgement by John Paul II that antisemitism is a sin, with no place in Catholicism, no place in civilisation. Nonetheless, in Nostra Aetate the continued
critical reference to the Jewish authorities of the era and their followers
who pressed for the crucifixion, has
been criticised as giving enduring
legitimacy to the stereotyping of
Pharisaic attitudes and a castigation of
Temple Era Judaism. This latter and
our reverence for its sages continues
to shape Jewish Orthodoxy today.
It is said that ambiguity is the language of diplomacy. Many different

interests needed to be addressed by
Vatican II and it is not surprising that
public documents are susceptible to
varied interpretations. On the 50th
anniversary of the Council’s opening
it was noted that ‘work continues on
clarifying the church’s attitudes toward other religions. ‘While some
Catholics still look on other religions
with disdain, others seem to believe
Vatican II taught that all religions
were equally valid paths to God and
to the fullness of truth. Yet as Archbishop Muller, the new Prefect of the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith recently said, ‘both extremes are
wrong. ‘ Clarifying the purpose of
interfaith activity, he remarked that
the goal is not to identify core religious or common moral points of
agreement. It is rather ‘for people
firmly rooted in different faith traditions to explain their beliefs to one
another, grow in knowledge of and
respect for one another, and help one
another move closer to the truth
about God and what it means to be
human. ‘ From his own point of view,
the ‘truth about God ‘ is as of necessity uncompromisingly Christian. The
clarification is both frank and helpful.
There is a worth in identifying shared
values – which help us in giving faith
a profile in a predominantly secular
age. The ‘purpose ‘ of interfaith
activity, though, should not be the
watering down or, alternatively, the
fractional distillation of any religion. It
should be something positive. What it
means to be human, the understanding of all humanity in the image of
God augmented by a vocabulary for
approach, is a laudable and constructive venture.
Nostra Aetate is a beginning and not an
end. Its fiftieth anniversary gives us a
chance to celebrate a historic expression of Catholic teaching about the
Jewish world of the modern era. Of
more personal and possibly (as time
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will tell) of more enduring significance
is that Nostra Aetate has enabled a
respectful dialogue between faiths and
occasional partnership of spiritual
leaders which enables us, ever mindful
of our pasts, to look together at our
journey and our contribution to the
future.
The Most Reverend Kevin McDonald,
Consultor to the Pontifical Commission for
Religious Relations with the Jews is formerly
Archbishop of Southwark:
Nostra Aetate significantly changed and
developed the nature of the Catholic
Church’s engagement with other
religions and particularly with Judaism. This in turn has bought about a
change in self-understanding on the
part of the Church. It was quite natural last year for Pope Francis to invite
President Shimon Peres and President
Mahmood Abbas to pray with him in
Rome and for them to accept this
invitation. It was not always so!
This year we also mark the seventieth
anniversary of the liberation of
Auschwitz. Addressing the question
of relations with the Jews was clearly a
matter of urgency for the Council and
in this document it made three important affirmations. The first was
that ‘God holds the Jews very dear for
the sake of their Fathers; he does not
repent of his gifts.’ Second, it said of
the death of Jesus Christ: ‘His passion
cannot be charged against all the Jews,
without distinction, then alive, nor
against the Jews of today.’
Finally, it gave a clear rejection of
antisemitism. These were important
statements and they broke new
ground in Catholic-Jewish relations as
the Church sought to move on from
the prejudice and shame of the past.
But Nostra Aetate is a short document
and its affirmations opened up further
questions that needed clarification and
development. This has not been
lacking as, for example, in documents
published by the Pontifical Commis-
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sion for Religious Relations with the
Jews (CRRJ) and in the teaching of
Pope John Paul II. The document We
Remember, published in 1988, directly
addressed the question of the Holocaust. Earlier the Notes, published by
the CRRJ in Germany in 1980 when
he referred to ‘the people of God of
the Old Covenant, which has never
been revoked.’ In March 2013, the
American journal Theological Studies
published two essays - one by Edward
Kessler and one by Mary Boys - that
sought to do just that. These articles,
written from a Jewish and Catholic
perspective, showed a significant
degree of convergence.
They asked vital questions about the
implications of the Church’s affirmation that God’s covenant with the
Jews is still live. Does this mean that
the Catholic Church accepts Judaism
as a valid religion in its own right and
on its own terms? If so, does that
mean that the Church has definitively
moved on from seeing the Old Testament solely in terms of its fulfilment
in the New Testament and has it
therefore moved on decisively from
any idea of conversion of the Jews?
What I find most promising is the felt
need to now adopt a future and,
indeed, an eschatological framework
in which to plot a way forward. Nostra
Aetate itself looked to the day when
‘all people will address the Lord in a

single voice and ‘serve him shoulder
to shoulder’ (Zeph. 3,9). This theme is
developed in the Pontifical Biblical
Commission’s excellent document
‘The Jewish people and their Sacred
Scriptures in the Christian Bible’ (2001) which affirms that Christians and Jews look to the future
together: ‘Jewish messianic expectation is not in vain. It can become for
us Christians a powerful stimulant to
keep alive the eschatological dimension to our faith.’
Although the perspective of
memory—which looks to the past in a
spirit of repentance and inquiry—will
always be vital to Christian-Jewish
relations, it may be that claiming the
future together is the best way to win
hearts and minds and to find a fertile
theological perspective for our mutual
relations. It was the great Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel (who participated
in Vatican II as an observer) who said,
‘The prospect of all men embracing
one form of religion remains an eschatological hope.’ Above all, today in our time - we need to continue to
match the spiritual and theological
depth of people like Heschel and,
indeed, of the Fathers of Vatican II
who forged this prophetic text.
These essays first appeared in Common
Ground, the magazine of the Council of
Christians and Jews, UK
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The significance of inter-religious dialogue these days
Rabbi Shmuel Szteinhendler is to be one of the keynote speakers at this year’s annual conference. Here, he reflects on the meaning of interfaith dialogue for readers of ACCJ Scene:
Interfaith dialogue has become one of
the fundamental topics for Theology
and the current religious thought, as it is
AN element of the global process affecting the pace of the world as a whole.
Since the Age of Discovery, the naive
innocence of a culture, which was spontaneously believed to be identical to the
world, was irreversibly broken. The
planet was the "ecumene", and the Mediterranean, its center. There was a conscience of a periphery opening outward
in concentric circles.
This has dramatically changed. The
planet has been unified and what was
distant has gotten closer now; the remote news is instant contact, and many
times, effective cohabitation. Theology
started to move forward once the initial,
logical resistances were overcome. The
Second Vatican Council only started a
process with a wide panorama. Dialogue
must overcome monologue, without
necessarily get lost in cacophony.
The importance of religion has been
completely forgotten by global-policy
strategists. Most heads of western states
and their advisors are sons of the secular
modernity and disciples of the masters
of the suspicion that tried to delegitimize the religious discourse. Most of
them consider that religion is like a fossil coming from the humanity's magical
past. In consequence, religion does not
need to be considered in the global foreign policy strategies. This omission has
proved to be doubly damaging, since it
led many countries to make evident mistakes, and the contribution that religion
can make to engagement with people
transformation cannot be positively
appreciated as in other countries.
Clearly, religion and theology underlie
the major global conflicts. When we
thought that this issue was resolved,
fundamentalist movements emerged
again, just like in the old times of the
Medieval Culture, evidencing both its
importance and the role that religions
can play, for good or bad, in the transformation of political structures and in
achieving world peace. Today, more
than ever, we can affirm that the economic and political liberalization, and

specifically, the integral liberalization of
persons and peoples is a proposal too
big for just one nation, culture, or religion. Political peace will not be established through declaration of war. Before getting involved in a global conflict,
it is essential to create the conditions for
a inter-religious dialogue that could foster religious pacification in first place.
"There will not be political peace if, at
the same time, there is not religious
peace."
Peace will only emerge if religions, instead of pointing their differences,
search for what they have in common in
this globalized, multicultural world.
These goals will be achieved if we start
from a peaceful vision of our religions,
being aware that, despite their differences, they remarkably merge in essential aspects. All of them seek justice and
facilitate understanding; they foster solidarity, spread love and forgiveness, and
show compassion with the poor and the
excluded.
If only religions dialogue and act united,
they will be able to decisively contribute
to get rid of oppression in the planet
and be mediators of reconciliation and
peace. To do so, it is crucial to recognize
the centrality of the religious factor in
the formation of people and in the definition of their ethnical and cultural identity, knowing that religion does not substitute the economic, political, cultural,
and military entities, but formulates

deep motivations and create the mysticism that confer the power of the people and, in certain times, can provide a
justification for both war and peace.
The type of religion that a person has
does not matter, because through this,
there will always be new, interesting
things to learn, providing lessons to do
good to this world full of wars, insecurity. To all religions, it is very important
to provide dialogue and knowledge that
enriches us for our own good and the
good of others. Thus, we will be able to
move away from selfishness and corrupt
societies, and live in peace.
Religions make possible to fill empty
worlds, and provide new things and
their great knowledge. It does not matter which religion has more followers,
what really matters is to help to this
fragmented world, and religion is one of
the most important factors of this fragmentation.
Today, the Inter-Religious dialogue is a
transcendental factor. It is not about
starting a race to see who gets in the
first place, but to embark together to
get, with justice and peace, to the same
destination, and finally meet at that
beautiful diversity. Today, more than
ever, the criterion of "to do together
what we are not obliged to do separately" imposes, by dialoguing, hearing without prejudices, respecting diversity,
learning from one another, making the
paths by walking.
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